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Abst ract - -When semiexplicit differential-algebraic equations are solved with implicit Runge- 
Kutta methods (l:tK), the computational effort is dominated by the cost of solving the nonlinear 
systems, and therefore it is important o have good starting values to begin the iterations. For 
semiexplicit ndex-2 DAEs~ starting algorithms without additional cost for RK methods with regular 
matrix coefficient were studied in a previous paper. However, the regularity condition on the matrix 
coefficient excludes ome interesting methods like Lobatto IIIa and ESDIRK methods. In this pa- 
per, we study starting algorithms, without additional computational cost, for a class of Runge-Kutta 
methods in the case of index-2 DAEs. © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -S tar t ing  algorithms, Differential-algebraic equations, Lobatto IIIA methods, ES- 
DIR.K methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider semiexplicit index-2 differential algebraic systems of the form 
y' = f (y , z ) ,  y(x0) = y0, (1) 
o = g(y),  z(x0) = z0, 
where f : R l × ~m > E l and g : R z - -~  R m are sufficiently smooth functions, and the matrix 
gvfz is invertible in a neighborhood of the solution of (1). Furthermore, we assume that the 
initial values are consistent, i.e., they satisfy the algebraic equation g(Yo) -- 0 and the hidden 
constraint gy(Yo )f (yo, zo ) -- O. 
If we consider an s-stage l~unge-Kutta method (A, b) to solve (1), a standard assumption is 
the matrix A to be regular. Nevertheless, we can also use methods with singular matrices of the 
form 
0 0 0 t 
a ~ (2) 
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where a 6 ~-1  and d is an (s - 1) x (s - 1) regular matrix [1]. Furthermore, we assume that 
conditions C(1) and B(1) hold, i.e., 
a + A~ = ~, (3) 
51 + ~t~ = 1, (4) 
where g = (1, . . . ,  1) t E ~-1 .  Moreover, in order to have R(oo) bounded, with R(z) the stability 
function of the method, we impose 
51 - b~l - la  = 0. (5) 
In this way, (3),(4) imply 
bt.~-16 = 1. (6 )  
For these methods, the first internal stages are Yn+l,1 = Yn: Zn+l,1 --- Zn, and the rest of the 
stages are given by the nonlinear system 
= ® + + h ® / (7) 
(8) 
We have used the notation Y~+I = (Ynt+l,2, . . . ,Yt+l,s)t  e ~l(s-1), 2n+1 = (Z~+1,2,..-, 
Z~+I,~) t E ~m(~-l); f(17~+1,2~+1) E R 1(~-1) is the vector [f(Y~+l,2,Zn+l,~)t,...,f(Yn+l,~, 
Z~+l,8)t]  and in an analogous way for g(17~+1). The symbol ® denotes the Kronecker prod- 
uct. 
As the matrix .4 is regular, system (7),(8) can be solved for ]2~+1 and 2~+1. Once these values 
have been computed, with condition (5), we obtain 
Yn+l = R(oo)Yn "3c ( ~t-A~-I ~ II) YaH-l, 
and similarly, we can compute 
zn+l = R(oo)zn + Ira) 
If the method is stiffly accurate, i.e., a~ = bi, i = 1, . . . ,  s, we simply obtain 
Yn+l ---- ~'n+l,s, Zn+l ---- Zn-kl,s" 
Observe that in this case the numerical solution satisfies g(Yn+l )  ---- O. If the method is not 
stiffly accurate, the numerical solution must be projected onto the constraint g(y) -- 0 (see [1,2]). 
Examples of stiffly accurate methods of the form (2) axe Lobatto I I IA methods, SDIRK methods 
in [3], ESDIRK methods considered [4,5], and mono-implicit Runge-Kutta methods in [6,7]. 
In each step, we have to obtain the internal stage vectors Y~+I and 2~+1 through the resolu- 
tion of the nonlinear system (7),(8). In the iterative scheme to solve the nonlinear system, we 
need starting values ~(0) ~(0) . nil-l, n+l] as accurate as possible, because in other case, the number of 
iterations in each step may be too high or even worse, the convergence may fail. 
In [8] and [9] a type of initializers for index-1 DAEs was studied and in [8,10] they were extended 
to the case of index-2 and index-3 DAEs. For the index-1 case, the coefficient matrix .4 is not 
assumed to be regular, and thus, the study made covers methods of the type (2). For example 
in [8,9] the coefficients of the starting algorithms for the Lobatto I I IA methods with two and three 
stages were given. For index-2 and index-3 DAEs, the order conditions given in [8,10] involve the 
inverse of ,4 and consequently those results are not longer valid. 
In this paper, we study initializers to obtain starting values for the internal stages when methods 
of form (2) are used. In each step these starting values will be obtained using the information 
h 
from the previous step. We are going to assume that we have just given a step x,~-i ~ x,~ 
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from the consistent initial values (Yn-1, zn-1), we have calculated the numerical solution (Yn, zn) 
rh 
at x m as well as the internal stages (]In, Z~), and we are about to give another step xn ---+ Xn+l 
to compute the numerical solution (Y~+I, zn+l). To achieve this, we have to solve the nonlinear 
system (7),(8) but now with step hr instead of h in order to consider the most general case of 
variable step. We propose the following type of starting algorithms: 
® + ® z,) ? . ,  (9) +1 
= 5o ® + (0 ® 2. .  (lO) 
The vectors b0, 5o 6 R s- l ,  and the (s - 1) x (s - 1) matrices/~ and 0 will be determined by 
imposing some order conditions that will be defined later. Notice that the type of initializers 
considered o not have additional computational cost because the internal stages have been 
calculated in the previous tep. Notice too, that we cannot use this kind of initializers in the first 
step of the integration. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with a review of the work done 
in [8,10] for index-2 DAEs. The results obtained in [8,10] are transferred to (2) embedding this 
method into one with regular coefficient matrix. In Section 3, we show how to construct starting 
algorithms for some concrete methods. We have also included a brief study about the stability of 
the predictors considered in Section 4. In Section 5, we give some numerical results to illustrate 
the performance of the starting algorithms tudied in this paper. Some conclusions are given is 
Section 6. 
2. STARTING ALGORITHMS 
Given an s-stages Runge-Kutta method (.4, b) with .4 regular, the starting algorithms consid- 
ered in [10] are of the form 
y(O) = bo ® y~-I + (B ® Ii)Y,, (11) +1 
: co ® + (c ® (12) 
where b0, co 6 •s, and B and C are s x s matrices which have to be determined. 
We say that the starting formula (11),(12) has order (ry,rz) if these are the largest integers 
which satisfy 
Y(~)I- Yn+l : 0 (hr~+l) , Z(°)+l - Zn+l : 0 (hr'+l). 
The vectors b0, e0 and the matrices B, C are determined so that these algorithms achieve 
the maximum possible order in each variable. To obtain this, we need the series both for the 
initializers iv(°) 7.(0) ~ and for the internal stages (Y~+I, Z~+I). 
In [10], the DA2-series theory (see [11,12]) is used. DAT2 = DAT2 u U DAT2z denotes the set 
of rooted trees with two types of vertex, meagre and fat; the expression [t l , . . . ,  t~, u l , . . .  ,uv]u 
denotes the tree which is obtained by joining the roots of h , . . - ,  t~, Ul,. • •, uv to a meagre vertex; 
[h , . . .  ,t~]z denotes the tree obtained by joining the roots of h , . . .  ,t~ to a fat vertex, provided 
t l¢  [u]u if # = 1. ~- denotes the tree consisting of a single meagre vertex. The order of a tree 
t 6 DAT2, denoted by p(t), is the difference between the number of meagre and fat vertices of 
that tree. Given two vectors u, v 6 R s, u • v denotes the product component by component. 
The internal stages of the P~unge-Kutta method [11, Theorem 5.7] can be written as DA2-series 
in terms of the coefficients (I)y(t) and (I)z(u) which are defined by 
%(%)  = e, ~z(0~) = e, %(r )  = c, 
@y(t) = p(t).A[@u(h) , . . . ,  @y(t~,) • @:(Ul) , . ' . ,  @z(u~)], 
if t = [h, . - . ,  tu, u l , . . . ,  u,,] u E DAT2 u, (13) 
1 
- + 1 
if u = [ t l , . . . , t , ]z  6 DAT2z. 
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Observe that these coefficients ~y(t) and Cz(u) are related to the coefficients Cy(t) and Cz(u) 
defined in [11] by the formula 
%(t) = ~(t)~¢At), ~z(u) = ~(u)¢z(~). 
In the construction of the initializers, the functions (I)y, (I)~ E R s defined by 
~y(0y) = e, ~z(0~) = e, ~y(~) = e + rc, 
~y(t) = p(t) eb t ~(t~) • ~(uy)  + rA  g~y(ti) • g~,(u~) , 
i=1 j= l  i----1 j= l  
if t = [tl, . . . ,  t,, u l , . . . ,  u~]y e DAT2~, (14) 
n ] ~(u)  = ~(p(~) + 1) ~(t~)  + ~( t , )  , 
L i= l  i=1 
if u = [t l , . . . , t , ]~ e DAT2~, 
where the coefficients Oy and ~ are the ones defined in (13), are also needed. 
In [10] it is proved that (11) reaches order % for the differential variable if this is the largest 
integer which satisfies 
bo + Be = e, (15) 
B~(t) = }(t), Vt E DAT2y, with 1 _< p(t) <_ ry, 
and (12) reaches order rz for the algebraic variable if this is the largest integer which satisfies 
Co + Ce = e, (16) 
C~(u) = ~(u), Vu E DAT2~, with 1 <_ p(u) <_ rz. 
Tables with the order conditions for the differential component up to order 4, and for the algebraic 
one up to order 3, are given in [8] (in [10] up to orders 3 and 2, respectively). For the differential 
variable there is a condition of order 1, two of order 2, six of order 3, and 21 of order 4, whereas 
for the algebraic one there are two of order 1, six of order 2, and 21 of order 3. These conditions 
can be reduced considerably in the particular case that the method satisfies some simplifying 
conditions. The following ones are usual in the theory of Runge-Kutta methods: 
B(p) : btck_ 1 = _1 k = 1,... ,p, 
k' 
C(q): .Ac k-1 ck =-~, k=l,. . . ,q, 
1[ ~] 
D(r ) :  (b , ,ck -1) tA=-~ b t - (b ,c  k) , k= l , . . . , r .  
With these conditions there axe many trees that give the same order condition, and thus, they 
can be omitted. In [10] it is proved that the order conditions to get order q + 1 for the differential 
component (of. (15)) when B(p) and C(q), p _> q >__ 1, hold true are 
Bck=(e+rc)  k, k=l , . . . ,q+l ,  
BAc q = ebtc q + rA(e + rc) q. 
For the algebraic omponent, when B(p) and C(q), p ___ q _ 1, hold true, the conditions to obtain 
order q (cf. (16)) axe 
Cc k = (e-I-rc) k, k = 1,. . . ,q,  
CA-~c ~+' = ~-A -~ [-eb~A-~c ~+~ + (e + rc)~+~]. 
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It is also proved in [10] that for nonconfluent methods, i.e., c i¢  cj for i ~ j, under the assump- 
tions B(p) and C(q) with p > q > s - 1, the maximum order is q for the differential component 
and s - 1 for the algebraic one. Recall that this result requires high-stage order. 
Another way of finding the starting algorithm is by interpolation and extrapolation. In this 
case, in [10] it is proved that for nonconfluent methods with coefficients cl ¢ 0, i = 1, . . . ,  s 
satisfying C(q), the starting algorithms obtained by interpolation and extrapolation have order q 
for the differential variable and order q -  1 for the algebraic one. Thus for methods with low-order 
stage, the starting algorithms obtained by interpolation and extrapolation give poor results. 
Recall once more that the study done in [10] is valid only for regular matrices ,4, and thus, it 
is not directly applicable to the methods considered in this paper (2). In order to make use of 
those results, we embed method (2) into the e-method 
z s 0 t 
a .A 
bl ~t 
c~ A~ 
b t 
If s ~ 0, the coefficient matrix is regular, and thus, we can try to apply the results in [8,10]. 
Although in a different way, the idea of embedding the method in another one has already been 
used for example in [13]. 
The internal stages Y~,~, Z~,~ of this numerical method converge to (y,~-l, Y~) and (Z~-l, Z~) 
when z tends to zero. The idea is to construct starting algorithms like (11),(12) for the z-method 
n+l, l ,e 
n+l,e / 
n+l, l ,~ ~ = ® z,~- i  + 
2 (0) / \ 20,~ /
n+l,~ / 
by using the results in [8,10], and take the limit when s tends to zero to obtain 
y(O) +1,1 
~(01 
n+l 
(0) 
n+l  
= (Zo~ + b~)~_~ + (b~ ® I~) v~, 
= (~o ÷b~) ®y~_~ + (~ ® ~)~'., 
= (7Ol + ~11)z~_~ + (cl ®/ -0  2o, 
: (% +c~) ® z~_l + (0® Ira) 2~, 
(17) 
(18) 
where we have assumed that Yn,1 = yn-1 and Zn,1 = zn-1. Recall that we need starting 
algorithms only for Y'n+l and 2~+1, and thus, we have to construct only the matrices B, C and 
the vectors f~0 + bc and ~0 + co. Observe that the starting algorithms (17) and (18) are the 
form (9),(10). 
As it has been pointed out above, the starting algorithm for the s-method will be constructed 
imposing the order conditions obtained in [10]. Taking into account how the starting algo- 
rithms are constructed, we simply have to prove that the expressions involved in the order condi- 
tions (15),(16), namely (I)y,~, (I)z,~, (~y,~, and ~z,~, are bounded when e tends to zero. Recall that 
the matrix `4~-1, which contains the term l/s, is involved in the definition of these functions. 
For the coefficients 
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we define the functions ¢y(t) : DAT2y --+ R s-1 and ¢~(u) : DAT2~ --* R 8-I reeursively as 
= e, 
Cy(t) = p(t)ft[¢~(tl) . . . .  • Cu(t,) • Cz(ul) . . . .  • ¢~(u~)], 
if t = I t1, . . . ,  t, ,  u l , . . . ,  u,]~ C DAT2y, (19) 
1 
¢~(u) - p(u) + 1 ~- l [¢y( t l )  " " ' "  Cy(t,)], 
if u = [ t l , . . . ,  t , ] ,  E DAT2~. 
The following result gives the expression of the functions ¢y,s and O~,e for the e-method. 
LEMMA 1. For the e-method, the functions ~y,E and ~z,e satisfy 
0 VtcDAT2,  p ( t )> l .  ¢.,=(t)= 
PROOF. An induction process on p(t) gives the desired result. There is only a tree with order 
one in DAT2~, namely t = ~-. For this tree ~y(~-) -- c, and thus, 
y(T " 
There are two trees with order 1 in DAT2~, namely u1,1 = [T,T], and u~,~ = [[T]~],. We have 
• ~(u~,~) = (1/2)A-~c 2 and O~(Ux,~) = c. For the e-method, we have ( 1 ) 
~z,e (Ul.1) = 2--e ~ = ~ j~-l~2 _ E~- I  a ~(Ul,1) -- l z~- la  ' 
~z,~(Ul,2) = (~)  -~ (~2z(:1,2)) " 
We assume now that the result is true for any tree in DATy, with p(t) < p. We consider the tree 
t = [t l , . . . , t~,ul , . . . ,u~]~ C DAT2~ with p(t) = p+ 1. For each tree t~, i = 1 , . . . , i t ,  and uk, 
k = 1 , . . . ,  u, we have p(t~) < p and p(uk) <_ p, and thus, from (13) and (19) we immediately 
obtain the desired expression. We consider now a tree u = [ t l , . . . ,  tt,]z E DATz with p(u) = p+l .  
If # > 1, then p(ti) _< p + 1, i = 1 , . . . ,  #. As for these trees, we have already proved that the 
result is true, from (19) we obtain the desired result. It  remains to consider the tree u = [t]z, 
with t = [ t l , . . . ,  tt,, u l , . . . ,  u~]y, (tt, u) ¢ (0, 1) and p(t) = p + 2. Observe that now p(ti) <_ p + 1, 
p(uj) < p and for these trees we have already proved that the result holds true. From (13) 
and (19), we obtain the desired result. | 
With the above lemma, without any proof we can state the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2. The functions ~y,~(t) and ~z,E(u) are bounded when e tends to zero. 
We find now the expressions for ~y,6, ~z,~. 
LEMMA 3. If method (2) satisfies 
btA- lCy(t )  = 1, Vt E DAT2y, 1 < p(t) <_ p, 
and those trees t 6 DAT2y of order p(t) = p+ 1 which are of the form t = [u]~, with u 6 DAT2z, 
then the functions ~y,~(t) and ~,~(u)  for the c-method satisfy 
~y,e(t) = ( 1 +0(1)O(¢) J y t  G DAT2y, p(t) _< p, (20) 
~z,=(u) = O(1), Yu e DAT2=, p(u) <_ p. (21) 
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PROOF. We follow an induction process on p(t). For the unique tree ~- E DAT2y with order 1, 
we have ~(T)  = e + rc and 
{~Y'6(T) ---- ( I~ + re ~ ] 
Thus, expression (20) holds trivially. For the two trees with order i in DAT2~, we have (~(u1,1) -- 
(1/2r)A- l [ -ebtA- lc 2+ (e + rc) 2] and ~z(ul,2) = e + rc. For the E-method, we have 
1 -1 [_eb~X;l~ + (e + ~)~]  
(I - ~d-l~ ~) + 2~ + ¢~ 
1 ) ) , -2 r -e r  2 .A - ia+O(1)  
G,~(ul,2)= ~+~e " 
Thus, if gtf i - l~2 __ 1, as ~)(['~l,1]y) : ~2, we obtain expression (21) for Ul,1 and Ul,2. 
We assume now that (20),(21) axe true for any tree in DAT2y, with pit) < p. We consider 
the tree t -- It1,.. .  , t , ,u l , . . .  ,u~]y E DAT2y with p(t) -- p -t- 1. For each tree t~, i = 1, . . .  ,//, 
and uk, k -- 1 , . . . ,  u, we have p(ti) <_ p, and p(uk) <_ p. From (14), we obtain 
i=1 j=l 
\ O(1) ] '  
(°(1)I 
\o(i)) 
and thus, (20) holds. 
We consider now a tree in DATz with p(u) = p + 1 of the form u = [ t l , . . . ,  t~]z. If/~ > 1, then 
p(t~) <_ p -t- 1, i -- 1 , . . .  ,#. For these trees, we have already proved that expression (20) holds. 
From (14), we obtain 
G,~(~) - rip(u) + 1) w4~-I -ebt*4-~l ~i~=l~)Y(ti) @- (.0(g) -{- O(1) 
1 ( -b~i -11~ICy( t , )+ l+O(~) )  =O(1) .  
(p(~) + i) x;~ ~=~ o(i) 
Observe that 1-L=1 Cy(t~) = ¢~([U]y) and p([U]y) -- p + 2. 
Finally, we consider the tree u = [t]z, with t -- [ t l , . . . ,  t~, u l , . . . ,  uv]y, with (#, u) ¢ (0,1) and 
p(t) = p+2.  Observe that now p(t~) < p+l ,  p(uj) < p, and for these trees (20) holds. From (14), 
we obtain 
~I~)+~) ~ + o(~) 1 1)A_~I [_ebtA[l(¢y(t)+O(¢)]+(1 "='e(u)--r(p(u)+ O(1) )] 
1 1)A;_ ' (-bti- '¢y(t) + 1 + 0(¢)) 
(p(~) + o(1) 
Observe that Cy(t) = Cy([u]y). | 
With the previous lemma, the following result is straightforward. Recall that  we assume (6). 
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PROPOSITION 4. If method (2) satisfies 
~d-~¢~(t )  = 1, Yt e DAT2y, l < p(t) < p, (22) 
and those trees t 6 DAT2y of order p(t) = p+ 1 which are of the form t = [u]~, with u E DAT2~, 
then 
1. The function g~y,e(t), t E DAT2y, p(t) <_ p + 2, is bounded when e tends to zero. 
2. The function ~,e(u),  u E DAT2~, p(u) <_ p, is bounded when e tends to zero. 
Thus given (2), we can consider the G-method and use the tables given in [8,10] to construct 
the starting algorithms for the z-method. In this way, when e tends to zero we obtain starting 
algorithms for method (2). The process is valid, i.e., the limits involved exit, if conditions in 
Proposition 4 hold. 
As it has been pointed out previously, in the particular case that the method satisfies ome 
simplifying assumptions, the order conditions for the starting algorithms are simplified consid- 
erably. In general, the simplifying conditions are not transferred from the original method (2) 
to the e-method. For example, the G-method only satisfies C(1) with independence of the C(q) 
condition satisfied by (2). This fact is not a drawback because as we will take the limit when e 
tends to zero, it is enough to consider the simplifying assumptions in the limit case. We give the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 5. For the e-method, we define the simplifying assumptions as follows: 
( C~(q) : lira A~c~ -1 c~ =0,  k= 1, . . . ,q,  e-.0 k 
De(r):  ~--.01im ((b-ck~-l) t A~ _ kl [bt - (b.  c~) t ] )=O,  k - -1 , . . . ,  r. 
For the class of methods (2) considered in this paper, the simplifying assumptions are: 
B(p) : bl + ~tg = 1, k = 1, 
~t~k-1 = _1 k = 2,. .. ,p; 
k' 
C(q) : a + .A~ = ~, k = 1, 
d~ k-1 ~k = - -  k = 2, . . . ,q;  
k '  
D(r): (b • 6k-I) t a 1 = ~bl, 
1[ 
The simplifying conditions of the original method and the G-method are related as follows. 
PROPOSITION 6. 
1. Method (2) satisfies B(p) if and only if the e-method satisfies Be(p). 
2. Method (2) satisfies C(q) if and only if the e-method satisfies C¢(q). 
3. Method (2) satisfies D(r) if and only if the e-method satisfies De(r). 
PROOF. For the first case, we compute 
bt k-1 _ 1 = blek_ 1 + ~t~,k--I 1 c~ ; - ; .  
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Thus, Be(p) trivially holds true if and only if B(p) does. For the other two cases, we only have 
to compute 
Ack-1 1 ( (1 - -1 )  ¢k ) 
and 
(b* -k-l~t ~ I 
Thus, we can use for the v-method the same simplifying conditions as for method (2). In 
practice it means that we can use the reduced tables given in [8,10]. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let as consider the RK method (2) whose coet~cients (A, b) satisfy the simpli- 
fying assumptions B(p) and C(q) with p >_ q > 1. Then 
1. The function ~y,~(t) is bounded when v tends to zero for all t E DAT2y, with p(t) < q+ 1. 
2. The function ~y,~(t) is bounded when ¢ tends to zero for all t E DAT2y, with p(t) <_ q+2 
ff and only if 
btc~-lc-q+l : i. (23) 
3. The function @z,~(u) is bounded when v tends to zero for all u e DAT2z, with p(u) < q, 
if and only if (23) holds. 
4. The function @z,e(u) is bounded when ¢ tends to zero for all u C DAT2z, with p(u) <_ q+l, 
ff and only if condition (23) together with conditions 
btA-lc-q+2 = 1, (24) 
= (25) 
hold. 
PROOF. We will use the reduced tables given in [8,10] together with condition (22) in Proposi- 
tion 4. 
(i) Observe that if p > q _> 1, up to order q, the trees in DAT2y are reduced to those of 
height one, i.e., trees of the form [r, . . . ,  r]y. Condition (22) in this ease is ~t~-t~a = 1, 
k = 2, . . . ,  q, which is satisfied because B(p) and C(q) hold. 
(ii) In this ease, we have to consider the trees of order q + 1 in DAT2y. These are reduced to 
two ones, one of the form Jr,. . . ,  r]y and the other of the form f ir , . . . ,  r]z]~. Condition (22) 
only affects to the second one, and for this tree, this condition is (23). 
(iii) This case is analogous to the second one (the same condition is needed), but now for the 
algebraic variable. By Proposition 4 the function ~,,~(u) is bounded up to p(u) <_ q. 
(iv) We have to study the trees of order q+2 in DAT2y. Condition (22) only affects those trees 
of the form [[r,..., T],]y and [[[T,...,T]y,T]~]y. For the first tree this condition is (24), 
whereas for the second one the condition is given by (25). | 
REMARK 1. If the method is stiffly accurate then conditions (23) and (24) hold trivially. | 
We can impose the order conditions for the v-method in [10, Tables 2.3 and 2.4] and take the 
limit when ¢ tends to zero. In this way, we obtain the order conditions howed in Tables 1 and 2. 
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Table 1. Order 
condition (23). 
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conditions with B(p), C(q), p > q _> 1 (differential variable) provided 
Order Condition ODE 
0 bo+Bg=~ * 
I /~e---- ~+ r~ , 
2 /~e 2 = (~ + re)2 • 
q Bc-q = (g "4- re) q • 
q + 1 Be q+l = (e + r~') q+l 
~q = ~ + ~ (a + A(~ + ~)q) • 
q+2 
B~q+ 2 = (e + r~) q+2 
B,A [C' A-- le q+l] -~- eb t (e. ,A- leq+l) + (q + 1)re 
+~[($+r~' ) . ,~- i  ( (~+rs )q+l  _ (q+ 1)ra--f f)]  
B~2c -'q = r2Aa + ffbt.~eq + rebte q+ r2~ 2 (e + re) q • 
/~ [e. fi, eq] = (~ + re). [~bteq +r(a + ~(~ + re)q)] 
Table 2. Order conditions 
conditions (24) and (25). 
with B(p), C(q), p _> q > i (algebraic variable) provided 
Order Condition 
0 ~o+Cf f=g 
1 Ce= ~+rC" 
2 C'e 2 = (~ W re) 2 
: 
q - 1 Cc q-1 : (G'-[- Te) q-1 
q Ce q = (g + re) q 
CA- l~q+l  = 1.~-1 [ - (q  + 1) raT(g+rh)q+l -$ ]  
q+l  ~aq+l = (~ + re) q+l 
CAe q = ebte q J¢- r (a -]- • (e 4- re) q) 
C [C" .Xi--Ic q+l] ----- ~ (~+ re).  j~- I  [_(q_{_ 1)Ta -- e~- (e + To) q+l] ?. 
OA -1 [e. 2eq] = -1 .~ -1 far (1 + ~t~) + e~*~ -1 (Aeq. 5) 
T 
In Table 1, we have marked (*) the order condit ions for singular methods applied to the ODE 
case, 
Next,  we give results on the max imum order possible for the starting algorithms following the 
lines in [9,10]. 
THEOREM 8. Let us consider an s-stage IRK method (2) whose coemcients (A, b) satisfy the 
simplifying assumptions B(p) and C(q) with p > q > s - 2. Then, for the starting methods 
proposed in (9),(10) in the case of the differential variable y: 
(y l )  /or q = s - 2, i f  the range of  
0 ::: °o 
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is maximum, then there is an ( s - 1)-parametric [amily of starting algorithms with order 
s - 2, and there is not any of order s - 1; 
(y2) for q = s - 1 and q = s, if the method is noncom~uent, there is a unique starting Mgorithm 
with order s - 1. Order s is not possible. 
For the starting methods proposed in (9),(10) in the case of the algebraic variable z: 
(zl)  for q = s - 2, and if det (~,e2 , . . . ,~s -2  f i - l~s -1)  # 0, then there is a unique starting 
algorithms with order s - 2, there is not any of order s - 1; 
(z2) for q = s - l ,  if the range of matr ix  (26) is maximum, then there exists an (s-1)-parametr ic 
family of starting algorithms with order s - 2, it is not possible to get order s - 1; 
(z3) for q = s, ff the method is nonconfluent, there is a unique starting algorithm with order 
s - 1, there is not any of order s. 
PROOF. The proof can be done either with help of the ~-method or directly, following the lines of 
the proofs in [8,10]. We follow this second approach because it gives the hint  on how to construct  
the predictors. 
We have to compute the (s - 1) x (s - 1 ) -matr ix /3  and the (s - 1)-vector b0 in (9). For the 
differential variable, the order condit ions up to order q + 1 are given in Table 1. 
(y l )  If q = s - 2, then the s - 1 order condit ions up to order s - 2 = q are given by 
o .. .  ( ) 
(B  b0) 0 - . .  0 -- ~' (~ +re)  . . . .  , (~+re)  8-2 . (27) 
As the range of (26) is max imum (s - 1), we can obta in  an (s - 1)-parametr ic family of 
order s - 2. I t  is not possible to impose the two condit ions of order s - 1 = q + 1, and 
thus, order s - 1 is not  possible. 
(y2) If q -= s - 1, then the s order condit ions up to order s - 1 = q are given by 
4)  0 . . .  0 = . (28) 
Now, by the nonconf iuence of the method,  there is a unique start ing algorithm of order 
s - 1. If q = s, then the s order condit ions up to order s - 1 = q -  1 are also given by (28), 
and thus, we have the same result. In any case, it is possible to impose the condit ions of 
order s. 
For the algebraic variable, we have to compute the (s - 1) × (s - 1)-matr ix C and the (s - 1)- 
vector 5o in (9). The order condit ions up to order q are given in Table 2. 
(zl)  If q = s - 2, then the s order condit ions up to order s - 2 = q are given by 
(~  e . . .  
o . . .  
i-le'-1) , , , , ) e 
0 0 e 'keTrh)" " 'ke~-re )S -2 '~z  
(z2) 
(z3) 
with ~ = (1 / r )A - l [ - ( s  - 1)ra + (5 + r~) s-1 - 5]. Thus,  there is a unique start ing 
algor i thm of order s -2  if det(e ,~2, . . .  ,~8-2, .~-1es-1)  ¢ 0. It is not  possible to impose 
the five condit ions of order s - 1 = q + 1, and thus, order s - 1 is not  possible. 
If q = s - 1, then  the s - 1-order condit ions up to order s - 2 = q - 1 are given by (27) 
with C and 5O instead of B and b0. Thus there is an (s - 1)-parametr ic family of order 
s - 2. It  is not  possible to impose the five condit ions of order s - 1 -- q + 1, and thus, 
order s - 1 is not  possible. 
If q -- s, then the s-order condit ions up to order s - 1 = q - 1 are given by (28) with G' 
and 5o instead o f /~ and b0- Thus  there is a unique start ing algor i thm of order s - 1. I t  
is not possible to impose the two condit ions of order q. | 
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REMARK 2. For the differential variable, both in the case q = s -  1 as in q = s, the nonconfluence 
of the Runge-Kutta method (2) guarantees the regularity of the matr ix 
V) 1 0 . . .  
in (28). If the method is confluent, then it is not possible to achieve order s - 1. The same 
situation occurs for the algebraic variable in the case q = s. | 
It  has been also pointed out in Section 2 that another way to construct starting algorithms is 
by interpolation and extrapolation. This way of getting starting values is a particular case of the 
methods defined in (9),(10). In the following result, we give the order of these starting values. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let us consider a nonconfluent IRK method (2) satisfying C(q). Then v(°) "n+l,i, 
Z(0) the initializers by interpolation and extrapolation, have orders min{q, s - 1} and q 1, +l,i, 
respectively. 
PROOF. The Runge-Kutta method is nonconfluent and cl = 0, then the interpolation error 
is O(hS). We obtain the desired result if we take into account that condition C(q) implies 
Y,~,i - y(xn-1 + c~h) = O(h q+l) and Z~,i - z (x , _ l  + cih) = O(hq). | 
Observe that the order obtained by interpolation and extrapolation can be lower when the 
stage order q is poor. 
In Table 3, we have summarized the results of Theorem 8 for nonconfluent IRK methods (2). 
Observe that for methods satisfying C(s - 2), for the algebraic variable, the opt imum starting 
algorithm may have one order more than the one obtained by interpolation and extrapolation. 
Table 3. Order for nonconfluent methods. 
c(,) c(~ - 1) c(~ - 2) 
Int.-Ext. Opt. Int.-Ext. Opt. Int.-Ext. Opt. 
Y s -1  s -1  s -1  s -1  s -2  s -2  (f) 
Z s -1  s -1  s -2  s -2  (f) s -3  s -2  
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we consider some methods and show how to construct the optimal starting 
algorithms. 
3.1. Lobat to  I I IA  Methods  
These are nonconfluent stiffly accurate methods (2) satisfying C(s) and B(2s - 2). Applying 
Theorem 8, we obtain that there is a unique starting algorithm of order s - 1 both for the differ- 
ential and the algebraic components. This opt imum initializer coincides with the one obtained 
by interpolation and extrapolation. For s -- 2 it is given by 
Y(+),2 = - ryn -1  ÷ (1 ÷ r)yn, 
and similarly for Z(°+)l, 2. For s = 3 it is given by 
y(0) r(1 ÷ r) 2 q- 3r ÷ r 2 
n+l,2 -- ~Yn- -1  -- r(2 -4- r)Yn,2 ÷ 2 yn, 
y(0) r ÷ 2r 2 
n+l,a - ~ yn-1 - 4r(1 ÷ r)Yn,2 ÷ (1 + 3r + 2r 2) y,~. 
and similarly for Z(n°+)l,2 . 
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3.2. Four Stages Method with B(3) and C(2) 
We consider the family of four stages stiffly accurate methods considered in [3] satisfying B(3) 
and C(2), 
0 
2A 
where 
C3 
0 0 0 0 
A A 0 0 
6C3A -- 4A 2 -- C 2 C3Ul A 0 
4A 4A 
12u2 A2 + 6u3), -- us 6)~u2 + us 6A 2 -- 6A + 1 
A 
12c3), 12AUl 3cau l  
(29) 
we obtain 
bll = b13 - b13c3 + ( -1  + c3 - 2Ar)(1 + 2Ar) 
2(c3 - 2A)A 
b12 = 1 + b13(-I + 2A) + 4A2(--I + r)r + A(--2 + 4r) 
C3(C3 -- 2~) 
~23 - (1 + c3r) ~- + c3 (1 - ~3 + c~r) 
b21 ~--- 
2(c3 - 2A)A 
b22 ~-~ b23(-1 -~- 2A) - ( -1  + 2A -- c3r)(1 + C3r) 
C3(C 3 -- 2A) 
b31 -- b33 - b33c3 + ( -1  + c3 - r)(1 + r) 
2(c~ - 2~)~ 
b32 = 1 - b33 - 2A + 2633A + 2r - 2Ar + r 2 
C3(C3 -- 2A) 
Now, from the consistency ondition l)o -- e - ]~e, we have 
bol ---- b13(-1 + c3 + 2)~ - 2c3)~) + (l -}- 2A(-1 + r ) ) ( l  - c3 + 2At) 
2c3A 
b02 ---- b23(-I -{- c3 + 2A - 2c3A) + (I + C3(--I -I- r))(l - 2A + C3r ) 
2c3A 
b03 = b33( -1  -~- c3 ~- 2A - 2c3A)  - ( -1  -}- c3 - r)(1 - 2A -t- r) 
2c3A 
ul ---- c3 - 2A, u2 = 1 - c3, u3 = 3c3 - 2, 
and c3 ~ 0, 2A. The starting values used in [3] are 
i(0) / y~' if c~ > max{cj : j = 1 , . . . , i  - 1}, 
+1# -- ( [(c~ - c~)Y~j  - (ci - c~)Y~,z] if ci e [cl, cj], cl ¢ cj, j, 1 < i. 
(cj - cl) 
This starting algorithm is of form (9) but it only satisfies the consistency condition. Observe 
that the stepsize ratio r is not included in it. 
For this method, we have C(2) and s = 4, therefore by Proposition 9 the predictor by interpo- 
lation and extrapolation achieves order 2 for the differential variable and order 1 for the algebraic 
one. However, from Theorem 8, we obtain that it is possible to construct an ( s - 1)-parametric 
family of starting algorithms of order 2 for the differential variable, and a starting algorithm of 
order 2 for the algebraic component provided that 
-c3 + 3A + 3c3)~ + 6A 2 ¢ O. (30) 
Imposing the conditions up to order 2, 
/}e = ~ + re, /~e 2= (e + re) 2 , 
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There are still three free parameters, b13, b23, and b33. We can try to impose one of the two 
conditions of order 3 for the differential variable or we can try to impose order 2 conditions for 
the algebraic variable. If we proceed in this second way, the starting algorithm will be valid both 
for the differential and the algebraic variable and it is advantageous from the point of view of the 
implementation. 
The order conditions up to order 2 for the algebraic variable are the same as the ones for the 
differential variable plus 
~,j~-1~3 = l~-z [-3ra-~ + (~ + r~)3] . (31) 
Imposing this condition, we determine b13, b23, and b33, and thus, we obtain the unique starting 
algorithm of order 2 both for the differential nd the algebraic variable. Due to their length, we do 
not present here the coefficients bj3. Recall that it is possible to impose the order condition (31) 
if and only if eondition (30) holds. 
In [3] different values of A and e3 are considered. In the examples below, we have considered 
A ~ 0.43586652 to get R(cc) = 0, and ca = 1.153799789. In this way, Theorem 5.2 in [1] ensures 
order of convergence 3 for the differential component y and order 2 for the algebraic omponent z.
3.3. Six Stages Method with B(4) and C(2) 
We consider the stiffly accurate six stages method considered in [5] satisfying B(4) and C(2), 
0 
1 
83 
250 
31 
5O 
17 
2O 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 
o o 
8611 1743 1 
62500 31250 4 0 
5012029 654441 174375 1 
34652500 2922500 388108 
15267082809 71443401 730878875 2285395 
155376265600 120774400 902184768 8070912 
82889 15625 69875 
0 
524892 83664 102672 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 
o 
2260 1 
8211 
(32) 
82889 15625 69875 2260 1 
524892 0 83664 102672 8211 
This method has order four for ODEs and DAEs with index 1. For index-2 DAEs (1) it has order 3 
for the differential component y and order 2 for the algebraic omponent z [1, Theorem 5.2]. This 
method has been proved to be efficient for the solution of the discretized unsteady compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations [14]. 
For this method, the starting algorithm obtained by interpolation and extrapolation has order 2 
for the differential component and 1 for the algebraic one. However, it is possible to construct 
an starting algorithm with order 3 for the differential component and 2 for the algebraic one. To 
do so, we simply have to impose the conditions tated in Tables 1 and 2, namely 
/3~ = ~ + r~, 
= (e + re)3, 
B.~e 2
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Once that/~ has been calculated, we obtain b0 from the consistence condition 
b0 +/~e = ~. 
4. STABIL ITY  
In the previous ections, we have studied the order properties of the predictors proposed. In 
this section, we deal with some aspects on stability of these predictors taking into account he 
results obtained recently in [15] for ordinary differential equations. 
If we integrate the Protero and Robinson's problem 
y' = ~(v  - ¢ ( t ) )  + ¢ ' ( t ) ,  y (0)  = yo, 
with a Runge-Kutta method (,4, b) like in [15], the global error at t,~ is given by 
y(tn) -- Yn = R(z )  (¢(~:n-1) - Yn-1) + dh(t,~-l), 
where/~(z) is the stability function of the Runge-Kutta method. The first term, ~/(z)(b(tn-1) - 
yn-1), represents he propagation error from the previous tep, whereas the second one, dh(tn-1), 
is the local error. 
It is possible to get a similar result for the difference between the internal stages and the 
predictors Yi - y(0), obtaining 
where 
and 
v ,  - v ,  (°) = (y -I 
/~i(z) = (1 + zb*(I - z`4)- le) (e~(I - rz`4)- le)  
(33) 
~,(z )  = 1 + ze~BA(Z - z`4) - le  
are the stability functions of Y~ and y(O), respectively (for details see [15]), and the second term 
~n(t~-l) in (33) refers to the order of the predictors already studied in the previous ection. 
Whereas in the previous ection, we have tried to obtain a given order cancelling as many 
terms as possible in £n(t,~-l), in this section, we focus on the difference/~(z) -/~i(z).  Prom the 
stability point of view it is important that this difference remains bounded and hence the sets 
play an important role. Remember that the first stage is explicit for the considered methods and 
therefore it is not initialized. 
We have obtained the domain D~ for each of the methods (29) and (32) considered in the 
previous ection. In Figure 1, we show D2 for different values of the step ratio r, namely r = 
1/8, 1/4,1/2,1, 2, 4, for the method (29). We see that the region D2 increases when the step size 
ratio r is diminished and decreases when r is increased. We only show the set D2 because/93 
and D4 are very similar. For i = 2 there is a critical value, namely r0 ~ 0.42182, such that for 
r < ro the domain D2 contains the left complex half-plane. A similar situation holds for Ds 
and D4. 
Observe that Di is very small for big values of r, which could restrict he step size for some 
problems. That is why the code should foresee moderate values of r. For high values of r, it 
could be more suitable to use other predictors with better stability properties. For example, we 
have computed the sets Di, i = 2, . . . ,  s, for the trivial predictor and, for any value of r, the 
domain Di contains all the left complex half-plane. 
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Figure 1. D2 for Runge-Kutta (29). 
/ ~= 1/2f.-~ 
=i° !<[-2!! .... 
-15 
r = i/8 
Figure 2. D5 for Runge-Kutta (32). 
This situation is repeated for method (32). In this case, we will only show D5 because for the 
other stages the results are quite similar. In Figure 2, we show Ds for different values or step 
ratio, namely r = 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4. 
For this method there is also a critical value of the step ratio from which the domain Di 
contains the left complex half-plane. For the case i -- 5 this critical value is r0 -- 0.125807. 
5. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we show the efficiency of the starting algorithms tudied in this paper. The 
results obtained agree with the ones obtained in previous papers [9,10,16] where the use of a 
high-order starting algorithm improves the performance of the code. 
PROBLEM 1. We consider the index-2 DAE 
y, = y2 + z + cos t -  1, 
v r _-- y2 + v 2 _ 1 - sint, 
0=y2+v2-1 ,  
t e [1, 2], 
whose solution is given by 
y(t) = sin t, v(t) = cos t, z(t) ---- cos 2 t. 
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Table 4. Numerical results for Problem 1. 
Iter./Stage Iter./Stage 
Stepsize (Tolu, Tolz ) Optimal Trivial 
Four-stages 
method (29) 
Six-stages 
method (32) 
0.02 (10 -7 , 10 -3 ) 2.16 4.00 
0.01 (10 -7, 10 -3) 2.06 3.82 
0.005 (10 -7  , 10 -4 ) 1.21 3.69 
0.0025 (10 -7, 10 -4) 1.07 3.15 
0.001 (10 -7, 10 -6) 1.18 4.00 
0.02 (10 -7, 10 -3) 1.14 3.80 
0.01 (10 -7, 10 -3) 1.05 3.37 
0.005 (10 -7 , 10 -4 ) 1.04 3.42 
0.0025 (10 -7 , 10 -4 ) 1.02 3.10 
0.001 (10 -7, 10 -6) 1.03 3.74 
The consistent initial conditions have been taken at t = 1. We have integrated the problem with 
constant stepsize. The criteria to stop the simplified Newton iterations is 
- Y(k-1)ll < TOL~, HZ(k) -- Z(k-1)H < TOL~.  (34) 
[IY( IIY(+) I I z(+)11 
In Table 4, we show the average number of iterations per stage for the methods considered in 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Remember that for these type of methods the stages are*solved sequentially. 
It can be seen that the use of a high-order starting algorithm decreases the computational cost. 
PROBLEM 2. We consider the index-2 DAE 
Y~ : Y5 + 2ylz3 - 2(y3 - yl)z4, 
Y~ = Y6 + 2y2z3 - 2(y4 - y2)z4, 
Y~ -- Y7 + 2(y3 - yJz4, 
Y'a : Ys + 2(y4 - y2)z4, 
Mty'5 = 2ylzl - 2(y3 - yl)z2, 
MlYl6 = 2y2zl - 2(y4 -- y2)z2 -- g, t e [0, 1], 
M~yl  = 2(y3 - y l ) z2 ,  (3~) 
M2~ = 2(y4 - y~)z2 - g, 
0 = YlY5 + Y2Y6, 
0 w-_ (Y3 -- Yl)(Y7 -- Y5) -J- (Y4 -- Y2)(Y8 -- Y6), 
o : + y :  - L1, 
0 = (Y3 -- Yl) 2 -{- (Y4 -- Y2) 2 -- L2. 
Equations (35) correspond to the double pendulum as index-2 DAE in GGL formulation, 
yl = v + Gtv, 
My'  = f + Gt)~, 
o = G(y)v ,  
o = g(y) .  
We have taken M1 = M2 = 1 and L1 = L2 = 1. We have integrated this problem with different 
consistent initial conditions at t = O. The used criteria to stop the iterations is also (34). The 
results have been summarized in Tables 5 and 6. We show again the number of  iterations per 
stage for the methods considered in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. It can be seen that the optimal predictor 
is more eff/cient than the trivia/one. 
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Table 5. Numerical results for Problem 2 
Four-stages 
method (29) 
Six-stages 
method (32) 
with initial conditions (1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). 
Iter./Stage Iter./Stage 
Stepsize (Tolv, Tol~) Optimal Trivial 
0.02 (10 -7, 10 -a) 4.47 6.35 
0.01 (10 -7 , 10 -3 ) 3.16 5.32 
0.005 (10 -7, 10 -4) 2.23 4.36 
0.0025 (10 -7 , 10 -4 ) 2.00 3.92 
0.001 (10 -7, 10 -6) 1.27 3.93 
0.02 (10 -7 , 10 -3 ) 3.99 5.61 
0.01 (10 -7, 10 -3) 2.93 4.68 
0.005 (10 -7 , 10 -4 ) 2.01 4.01 
0.0025 (10 -7, 10 -4) 1.46 3.50 
0.001 (10 -7, 10 -6) 2.00 3.73 
Table 6. Numerical results for 
Four-stages 
method (29) 
Six-stages 
method (32) 
Problem 2 with initial conditions (1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0). 
Iter./Stage Iter./Stage 
Stepsize (Toly, Tolz ) Optimal Trivial 
0.02 (10 -7, 10 -3) 5.17 6.45 
0.01 (10 -7, 10 -3) 3.87 5.65 
0.005 (10 -7 , 10 -4 ) 2.92 4.87 
0.0025 (10 -7, 10 -4 ) 2.17 4.01 
0.001 (10 -7 , 10 -6 ) 1.77 4.11 
0.02 (lO-L 10-a) 4.42 5.88 
0.01 (10 -7, 10 -3 ) 3.39 5.05 
0.005 (10 -7 , 10 -4 ) 2.51 4.34 
0.0025 (10 -7 , 10 -4 ) 1.97 3.76 
0.001 (10 -7, 10 -6) 2.11 3.92 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have got predictors for a class of Runge-Kutta methods with singular matrix 
in the index-2 case. The numerical experiments show that the behavior of the predictor gets 
better when the order gets bigger. 
The numerical experiments have been done with fixed step. In the general case of variable 
step, we have to take care with high values of the step ratio r. There are not great restrictions 
for moderate values of r, but for large values of r, which correspond to great increases of the 
stepsize h, there could be severe restrictions in the integration step for some type of problems. 
In such cases it could be more suitable to use a predictor of lower order but with better stability 
properties. Therefore it may be interesting to consider optimum predictors taking into account 
both aspects, order and stability. This will be worked in a future paper. 
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